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Why Visualize Text?

Understanding – get the “gist” of a document

Grouping – cluster for overview or classifcation

Compare – compare document collections, or 
inspect evolution of collection over time

Correlate – compare patterns in text to those 
in other data, e.g., correlate with social 
network



What is Text Data

   Documents
 Articles, books and novels
 E-mails, web pages, blogs
 Tags, comments
 Computer programs, logs

 Collection of documents
 Messages (e-mail, blogs, tags, comments)
 Social networks (personal profles)
 Academic collaborations (publications)



Where Text Data?



Example: 
Health Care Reform



Tag Clouds: Word Count



Tag Clouds: Word Count

Barack Obama 2009Barack Obama 2009

Bill Clinton 1993Bill Clinton 1993



WordTree: 
Word Sequences



WordTree: 
Word Sequences



Challenges of 
Text Visualization

High Dimensionality

Where possible use text to represent text…  
… which terms are the most descriptive?

Context & Semantics

Provide relevant context to aid understanding.

Show (or provide access to) the source text. 

Modeling Abstraction

Determine your analysis task.

Understand abstraction of your language models.

Match analysis task with appropriate tools and models.



Topics

  Text as Data

  Visualizing Document Content

  Evolving Documents

  Visualizing Conversation

  Document Collections



 Text as Data

Words are (not) nominal?
High dimensional (10,000+)
More than equality tests
Words have meanings and relations
 Correlations: Hong Kong, San Francisco, Bay Area

 Order: April, February, January, June, March, May

 Membership: Tennis, Running, Swimming, Hiking, Piano

 Hierarchy, antonyms & synonyms, entities, …



Text Processing Pipeline

1. Tokenization
Segment text into terms.

Remove stop words?   a, an, the, of, to, be

Numbers and symbols?   #gocard, @stanfordfball, Beat Cal!!!!!!!!

Entities?   San Francisco, O’Connor, U.S.A.

2. Stemming
Group together diferent forms of a word.

Porter stemmer?   visualization(s), visualize(s), visually   visual

Lemmatization?   goes, went, gone   go

3. Ordered list of terms



Bag of Words Model

Ignore ordering relationships within the text

A document  vector of term weights
 Each dimension corresponds to a term (10,000+)
 Each value represents the relevance

For example, simple term counts

Aggregate into a document-term matrix
 Document vector space model



Document-Term Matrix

 Each document is a vector of term weights
 Simplest weighting is to just count 

occurrences
Antony and Cleopatra Julius Caesar The Tempest Hamlet Othello Macbeth

Antony 157 73 0 0 0 0

Brutus 4 157 0 1 0 0

Caesar 232 227 0 2 1 1

Calpurnia 0 10 0 0 0 0

Cleopatra 57 0 0 0 0 0

mercy 2 0 3 5 5 1

worser 2 0 1 1 1 0



Tag Clouds

Strength
 Can help with initial query formation.

Weaknesses
 Sub-optimal visual encoding (size vs. position)
 Inaccurate size encoding (long words are bigger)
 May not facilitate comparison (unstable layout)
 Term frequency may not be meaningful
 Does not show the structure of the text





Keyword Weighting

Term Frequency

tftd  = count(t) in d

Can take log frequency: log(1 + tftd)

Can normalize to show proportion:  tftd / t tftd 





Keyword Weighting

Term Frequency
 tftd  = count(t) in d

TF.IDF: Term Freq by Inverse Document Freq
tf.idftd = log(1 + tftd)  log(N/dft)
dft = # docs containing t;  N = # of docs





Keyword Weighting

Term Frequency
 tftd  = count(t) in d

TF.IDF: Term Freq by Inverse Document Freq
tf.idftd = log(1 + tftd)  log(N/dft)
dft = # docs containing t;  N = # of docs

G2: Probability of diferent word frequency
E1 = |d|  (tftd + tft(C-d)) / |C|
E2 = |C-d|  (tftd + tft(C-d)) / |C|
G2 = 2  (tftd log(tftd/E1) + tft(C-d) log(tft(C-d)/E2))





Limitations of Frequency 
Statistics?
Typically focus on unigrams (single terms)

Often favors frequent (TF) or rare (IDF) terms

Not clear that these provide best description

A “bag of words” ignores additional information

 Grammar / part-of-speech

 Position within document

 Recognizable entities



How do people 
describe text?

We asked 69 subjects (graduate students) to 
read and describe dissertation abstracts.

 

Students were given 3 documents in sequence; 
they then described the collection as a whole.

Students were matched to both familiar and 
unfamiliar topics; topical diversity within a 
collection was varied systematically.

[Chuang, Heer & Manning, 2010]



Bigrams (phrases of 2 
words) are the most 
common.



Phrase length declines 
with more docs & more 
diversity.



Term Commonness

log(tfw)  /  log(tfthe)

The normalized term frequency relative to the 
most frequent n-gram, e.g., the word “the”.

Measured across an entire corpus or across 
the entire English language (using Google n-
grams)



Selected descriptive 
terms have medium 
commonness.
Judges avoid both rare 
and common words.



Commonness increases 
with more docs & more 
diversity. 



Scoring Terms with Freq, Grammar & 
Position





G2 Regression Model



Yelp: Review Spotlight [Yatani 2011]



Yelp: Review Spotlight [Yatani 2011]



Tips: Descriptive 
Keyphrases

Understand the limitations of your language model.

Bag of words

Easy to compute

Single words

Loss of word ordering

Select appropriate model and visualization

Generate longer, more meaningful phrases

Adjective-noun word pairs for reviews

Show keyphrases within source text



  Thank You
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